A special material for pavement, "Katsuren Travertine" is produced from limestone (foraminifera rich) mined around Katsuren Town in the Okinawa Island. One advantage of "Katsuren Travertine" as a paving material comparing with others like concrete is saving the increase of surface temperature by solar radiation. The authors have settled "Katsuren Travertine" and comparative normal concrete blocks on a flat grassland with no sunshade, and monitored surface temperature, conductive heat flux, radiation balance, and other meteorological factors. As another comparative study, the high-albedo painting which fitted a color tone and a reflection rate to "Katsuren Travertine" were applied on the surface of the concrete. The authors concluded the high reflectance and thermal physical factors like heat capacity of "Katsuren Travertine" have potential to mitigate urban thermal environment.
INTRODUCTION
A special material for pavement, "Katsuren Travertine" is produced from limestone (foraminifera rich) mined enough around Katsuren Town in the Okinawa Island. One advantage of "Katsuren Travertine" as a paving material comparing with others like concrete is saving the increase of surface temperature by solar radiation. To apply this "Katsuren Travertine" on pavement in urban area for thermal environmental mitigation, the saving mechanism has to be quantitatively evaluated.
OUTLINE OF MONITORING
The authors have settled "Katsuren Travertine" with the size of 5m x 5m and comparative normal concrete blocks on a flat grassland with no sunshade in the National Institute for Environmental Studies (Onogawa, Tsukuba, Ibaraki, Japan), and monitored surface temperature, conductive heat flux, and radiation balance ( Fig. 1, Fig. 2, Fig. 3, Fig. 4 ). Moreover, a DAVIS weather station was settled near both blocks for measuring representative meteorological factors at the monitoring site ( Fig. 5 ). The temperature measured by DAVIS is defined to "background temperature." This observation was conducted from 0:00 July 10th to 23:00 September 8th in 2003.
18 days out of 61 days were selected as typical fine day under the conditions of daily precipitation is 0 mm, maximum radiation an hour is equal or over 500 W/m 2 , and total daily radiation is equal or over 4000 Wh/m 2 . and heat storage inside specimen (Q), is considered ( Fig. 9 ). On the other hand, upwarding sensible heat flux (H) from concrete is expected to be larger than that from "Katsuren Travertine" from comparison between temperatures inside specimens at 1cm depth, which is considered to be close to the surface temperature of specimens, and "background temperature." Moreover, direction of heat flux at the upper part of the specimens, which is estimated from temperatures at two depths of the specimens, is considered to be downward during these hours (Fig. 6) . Therefore, during these hours, heat storage inside specimen (Q) of "Katsuren Travertine", which has small conductive heat flux (G), is expected to increase. Then, "Katsuren Travertine" is considered to have larger heat storage (Q) than concrete. However, temperature inside "Katsuren Travertine" is lower than that of concrete. This result shows heat capacity of "Katsuren Travertine" is considered to be larger than that of concrete.
Since "Katsuren Travertine" has small conductive heat flux (G) compared with R n -G during nighttime, its heat storage (Q) seems to decrease as heat flux at the upper part of the specimen becomes upward, and surface temperature also seems to decrease referring to the change in Travertine Concrete temperature inside specimen at 1cm depth. Because of the relation with "background temperature", upwarding sensible heat flux (H) from the surface of "Katsuren Travertine" is lower than that of concrete and its R n -G changes slowly. "Katsuren Travertine", therefore, seems to radiate energy storaged inside specimen (Q), which is accumulated during daytime, as upwarding long wave radiation. 0:00 1:00 2:00 3:00 4:00 5:00 6:00 7:00 8:00 9:00 10:00 11:00 12:00 13:00 14:00 15:00 16:00 17:00 18:00 19:00 20:00 21:00 22:00 23:00 0: 
COMPARATIVE MONITORING ADJUSTING REFLECTION RATE OF CONCRETE TO TRAVERTINE'S
For investigating the mechanism of mitigation effect on surface temperature increase of specimen, the high-albedo painting which fitted a color tone and a reflection rate to "Katsuren Travertine"
were applied on the surface of the concrete. This observation was conducted from 0:00 November 1st to 23:00 November 26th in 2003. Relationship between both specimens revealed in summer observations is confirmed in this observation even though order of values like temperature is different. Then, the authors concluded that not only high reflectance but also thermal physical factors like heat capacity of "Katsuren Travertine" have potential to mitigate urban thermal environment. 
CONCLUSIONS
A special material for pavement, "Katsuren Travertine" is produced from limestone (foraminifera rich) mined enough around Katsuren Town in the Okinawa Island. One advantage of "Katsuren
Travertine" as a paving material comparing with others like concrete is saving the increase of surface temperature by solar radiation. To apply this "Katsuren Travertine" on pavement in urban area for thermal environmental mitigation, the saving mechanism has to be quantitatively evaluated.
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